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Introduction
St. Louis Language Immersion School (SLLIS) has a moral and legal responsibility to all
students, teachers and staff to keep them safe. The Crisis Management and
Communication Plan allows SLLIS to be well-prepared in case of a crisis. This plan will
address the responsibilities of the Crisis Management Team, how communication will
flow in response to a crisis, and how SLLIS will prepare for and respond to potential
crises.

What is a Crisis?

According to the U.S. Department of Education:

Crises range in scope and intensity from incidents that directly or indirectly affect a
single student to ones that impact the entire community. Crises can happen before,
during, or after school and on or off school campuses. The definition of a crisis varies
with the unique needs, resources, and assets of a school and community … In essence,
a crisis is a situation where schools could be faced with inadequate information, not
enough time, and insufficient resources, but in which leaders must make one or many
crucial decisions.

U.S. Dept. of Education, p. 5
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Crisis Management
There are four main phases of Crisis Management. These phases are summarized in the
table below. It is important to keep in mind that crisis management is never finished,
and schools must engage in continuous planning, monitoring, and implementing.

Phase Definition

Mitigation/
Prevention

Addresses what schools and districts can do to reduce or
eliminate risk to life and property.

Preparedness Focuses on the process of planning for the worst-case scenario.

Response Includes the steps taken during a crisis.

Recover Addresses how to restore the learning and teaching
environment after a crisis.

Source: U.S. Department of Education

Source: U.S. Department of Education
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The Crisis Management Team

The key function of the crisis management team is to identify the types of crises that
may occur in the district and define what events would activate the plan.

-U.S. Dept. of Education, p. 5

The SLLIS Crisis Management Team shall consist of an immediately accessible core
group who has the knowledge and skills to act in any emergency. The team will
conduct debriefing sessions with the Central Office, teachers, security representatives,
and other designated personnel during and after a major crisis.
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SLLIS Crisis Management Team

Role Key Tasks

Superintendent ● May activate the SLLIS Crisis Team.
● Liaison to Board of Directors.
● Directs all operations of SLLIS in the management of the

crisis.
● Authorizes the release of all information to the public,

including social media information.
● Acts as first point of contact for press and media.

Principal ● May activate the SLLIS Crisis Team.
● Primary liaison for staff communication.
● Directs all tasks related to accounting for SLLIS students

and coordinating their release from school.
● In the absence of the Superintendent:

○ Liaison to Board of Directors.
○ Directs all operations of SLLIS in the management

of the crisis.
○ Authorizes the release of all information to the

public.
○ Acts as first point of contact for press and media.

Operations
Director

● Oversees Front Office response.
● Oversees facility evacuation plans.
● Oversees emergency drills.
● May activate the SLLIS Crisis Team.
● In the absence of the Superintendent and Principal:

○ Liaison to Board of Directors.
○ Directs all operations of SLLIS in the management

of the crisis.
○ Authorizes the release of all information to the

public.
○ Acts as first point of contact for press and media.

School Nurse ● First responder for emergency health situations.
● First point of contact with St. Louis City Dept. of Health.
● Maintains communication between SLLIS and local

hospitals, if necessary.
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Assistant Principals ● Secondary liaison for staff communication.
● At the direction of the Principal, supports all tasks

related to accounting for SLLIS students and
coordinating their release from school.

● May support Principal and others in carrying out crisis
response measures.

Talent Director ● Establishes and implements a plan for staff support in
response to a crisis.

● Supports the Crisis Team in carrying out crisis response
measures.

Enrollment and
Assessment
Manager

● May support Receptionist with communications as
necessary.

● May support Operations Director and others in carrying
out crisis response measures.

Executive Assistant ● Drafts written communications during and after crisis.
● May support Receptionist with communications as

necessary.
● Supports the Crisis Team in carrying out crisis response

measures.

Special Programs
Director

● Establishes and implements plan for student support in
response to a crisis.

● Supports the Crisis Team in carrying out crisis response
measures.

Receptionist ● Maintains open communication channels through the
Front Office during and after crisis.

● May support Operations Director and others in carrying
out crisis response measures.

Instructional Coach ● Supports the Crisis Team in carrying out crisis response
measures.

● At the direction of the Principal, supports all tasks
related to accounting for SLLIS students and
coordinating their release from school.
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Crisis Communications Plan

Purpose
The SLLIS Crisis Communications Plan is intended to address the following:
● Effective communications management through a formal, streamlined, and clearly

defined channel.
● Timely, consistent, transparent, and clear communication during and after a crisis

for internal and external stakeholders.

Crisis Communications Guidelines
Adapted from the Non Profit Crisis Communication Toolkit by R. Seltzke, 2015

1. All crises should be reported to a SLLIS administrator immediately.
2. Only the Superintendent may release information to the media or to the public.

All other staff and board members should be professional and helpful to the
media by connecting them with the spokespeople, but will neither speak to the
media, nor provide any information.

3. There should be one designated crisis management lead person, directing and
coordinating all aspects of the organization’s response including managing the
messages and the media. There should also be one designated spokesperson
who actually interacts with the media and other inquirers. In some cases,
particularly in the event of a “small crisis,” the two may be the same person. In
others, the jobs may be divided to facilitate efficient handling of the situation.
Most likely, but not necessarily, the two roles will be filled by the Superintendent
and Principal, respectively.

4. All comments should be guided by professionalism and transparency, and serve
to mitigate the crisis while reinforcing the leadership role of the St. Louis
Language Immersion School.

5. "No comment" is never an acceptable response. If an answer is unknown or
cannot be immediately answered, make note of the question, tell the inquirer
you will get back with them, and do so. If the question cannot be answered due
to a policy (such as sharing personnel information, etc.) let the inquirer know
that.

6. Personnel matters are to remain confidential.
7. When possible, responses should be proactive, responsive, and action-oriented.
8. The St. Louis Language Immersion School recognizes the importance of media

relation to public trust. In times of crisis, maintaining effective media
relationships will be particularly critical in bolstering public confidence in the
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sector as a whole.

SLLIS Crisis Communications Team
Superintendent
Principal
Operations Director
Executive Assistant
Receptionist

Crisis Communications Checklist Overview
Adapted from the Non Profit Crisis Communication Toolkit by R. Seltzke, 2015

This is a brief overview of crisis management steps.
Safety – Ensure safety of all staff and site. Call 911 if needed.
Notification – Notify the Superintendent immediately.
Crisis Communications Team – Key staff and, if needed, the chair of the Board,
will convene to strategically review the situation and manage the
communications surrounding the issue. Note: In some cases, a larger Crisis
Management Team may be needed when action surrounding the crisis involves
more than just handling communications. In those cases, the Crisis
Communication Team would be a part of the larger team, though the guidelines
in this manual only outline the steps to take in the communication needs
surrounding a crisis.
Before Going Public

Determine crisis communications lead person who is responsible for
ensuring all tasks are completed (most likely the Superintendent).
Determine the crisis communication spokesperson who will answer all
media and other inquiries (most likely the Superintendent).
Assess the situation to determine the facts (see Detailed Crisis
Communication Plan)
Determine appropriate response/action.
Create plan of action for internal and external communications.
Develop factual, detailed messages that reflect the status of the crisis, the
School’s response, and, if possible, proactive steps to resolve the
situation.
Prepare talking points and provide a script for the receptionist receiving
incoming calls.
Determine if a press release, web and/or voicemail updates are
necessary.
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Assess what resources are necessary to manage the crisis (i.e. cell-phone
availability, press conference needs, on-location resources – signs,
lectern, visuals, etc).

Appoint staff to:
Serve as the official spokesperson and manage media;
Keep the chair of the Board and the Superintendent informed;
Contact partners, allies, members, etc. and assist with city-wide talking
points, if appropriate; and
Record crisis details, actions taken, external responses, resolution.

Going Public
Begin placing telephone calls to critical internal audiences, including staff, board
and/or legislators, etc.
Begin media and other external audience outreach, use press release if
appropriate.
Update web site and organization phone mail, if needed.
Evaluate message effectiveness as the situation progresses.
Implement methods for updating key audiences with ongoing information.
Distribute post-crisis communications.
Evaluate crisis communications efforts.

Detailed Crisis Communications Plan
Adapted from the Non Profit Crisis Communication Toolkit by R. Seltzke, 2015

Following are steps to help manage communications in an event of a crisis. Be sure to
record all actions taken and related coverage gained, in order to evaluate efficacy and
measure intended plan objectives. Modify the plan after evaluation, if needed.

● Internal Pre-preparation – see Preparedness and Mitigation sections for each
potential crisis in the Guide to Managing Crises section of this document.

● Safety – Ensure safety of all staff and physical location. Call 911 if necessary.
● Notification – The Superintendent shall be notified immediately of a crisis

situation.
● Crisis Communications Team – The Superintendent will notify appropriate staff.

Information shall not be released until the Crisis Communications Team
convenes, reviews the situation, and develops a strategy.

● Situational Assessment – The Crisis Communications Team will assess the
situation, determine facts, and begin delegation. Questions to help devise
appropriate crisis communications response, include, but are not limited to:
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○ Who is the crisis communications lead person responsible for ensuring all
steps are taken? (Most likely the Superintendent)

○ What is the situation? What will happen next?
○ Who on staff needs to be involved?
○ What immediate steps need to be taken?
○ What is known and who already knows it?
○ Is there potential public interest? Does the issue have traction (will it

become anything more than a blip on the evening news)?
○ Who will be affected?
○ What are people feeling – what emotions need to be considered?
○ What information is needed and who beyond organizational staff need to

get it? When will it be available?
○ What should the organization do about it? Proactive vs. reactive? Contact

or refer to another organization?
○ What CAN and CAN’T be said? What are the organization’s privacy

policies?
○ Is legal or PR counsel needed?

■ If legal counsel is needed, contact Tueth Keeney.
■ If PR counsel is needed, contact Standing Partnership.

○ Who will communicate response as spokesperson?
○ How will response be communicated? (Could include: newsletter article –

low urgency – also good as a follow up to any major situation;
one-on-one meetings – higher urgency, specific audience targeted such
as legislators; media release – higher urgency, broad public appeal;
media conference – high urgency and big issue; etc.)

○ Should a resource list be compiled of additional nonprofit spokespeople?
○ What media will be contacted?
○ Who will begin contacting staff and families?

● Developing Key Messages – The Crisis Communications Team will develop
factual, responsive messages to be used by SLLIS and its representatives. It will
also provide a script for the receptionist and voicemail system. All media and
public inquiries should be referred to the spokesperson for comment.

○ These messages should be prepared for media inquires, member
updates, and proactive phone calls to critical audiences.

○ Messages should reflect the organization’s overall messages, leadership
role, and resource status. They should attempt to reinforce the positive
and be action/solution oriented if possible.

○ Consider what media know about the situation and what their potential
interest is.

○ Recognize that unfavorable, inaccurate information, if not corrected,
could have future negative consequences requiring additional responses.

○ Consider questions that will be asked in order to prepare answers for
them – including the questions you hope will not be asked.
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○ Develop a written statement for the receptionist and the representative
greeting members of the media and the general public. Decide if it is
appropriate to change the Association’s or particular staff members’
voicemail messages.

○ Consider need for additional materials such as a fact sheet,
backgrounder, web site resources, FAQs, etc.

○ If appropriate, consult with other organizations involved to ensure
consistent messages and conformity of responses.

● Staff Notification – As soon as practical, the Superintendent or designee will
communicate information regarding the crisis to employees. If the crisis occurs
at a time when staff are not in the building and disseminating the information is
either critically time-sensitive or regards the safety of the office building, a
phone tree should be used to communicate the information to staff. Affected
staff’s needs and input on the situation should be taken into consideration. Staff
should be reminded that all inquiries (media, members, etc.) should be referred
to the designated spokesperson and that they should refrain from commenting.

● Board Notification – The Superintendent will notify the Board Chair, who will
notify the rest of the Board of Directors.

● Media Releases – If determined necessary, SLLIS will distribute a release to
media.

○ The release should be posted on the SLLIS web site and distributed to
board members and employees.

○ The prepared written statement should guide all interviews.
○ Media access to organizational facilities should be supervised. Know

ahead of time who the journalist is and what he or she is planning on
covering. Be sure the area into which the media are invited does not have
sensitive information such as reports, personnel information or other
papers visually available.

● Partner and Key Group Notification – Notify organizations, partners, members,
funders, etc. (Some of these parties may need to be contacted prior to
contacting the media.)

● Record Keeping – Document critical conversations, decisions, details and media
questions regarding the crisis situation in order to effectively evaluate crisis
communications management.

● Media/Message Evaluation – Evaluate appropriateness and traction of messages
throughout the situation. Revise as appropriate, but don’t stray from original
theme.

● Communications Updates – Ensure key audiences are kept up to date. Methods
may include:

○ Sending communications to members via the listserv or broadcast email.
○ Promptly returning phone calls.
○ Posting a statement on the web site and updating it regularly.
○ Updating the organization’s voicemail.
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○ Post-crisis wrap up communication and calls.
○ Printing an article in the newsletter (if the crisis is not time sensitive or as

follow-up to the situation, particularly to demonstrate the school’s actions
and as a future guide for use by members).

● Loose Ends – Ensure all loose ends are secured, i.e. follow up calls, email
updates, etc.

● Evaluate the Management of the Crisis
● Post Crisis Clean-up – File notes, clips, lessons learned – then take a deep

breath and celebrate a job well-done.

School Closure Communications
In the event of emergency school closure:

● SLLIS Superintendentor designee will contact the St. Louis City Department of
Health and the CDC for guidance on whether to close the school.

● If the Department of Health and CDC advise that the school close, SLLIS
Executive Director or designee will notify the community immediately using the
following communication vehicles:

○ SLLIS families will be notified via:
■ Phone call and text
■ Email
■ Push notification on SLLIS app
■ Facebook, Twitter, and LiveFeed posts

○ SLLIS staff will be notified via:
■ Email
■ Remind message
■ Push notification on SLLIS app
■ Facebook, Twitter, and LiveFeed posts

○ SLLIS contractors and partners will be notified via:
■ Text message
■ Email
■ SLLIS will monitor the situation closely and provide ongoing

updates to the school community.
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Guide to Managing Crises
This Guide to Managing Crises will describe the action steps for the Crisis Response
Team members. Detailed action steps for staff and students can be found in the
Emergency Procedures Section of this document.

Natural Disaster

Natural disasters include but are not limited to earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, or
floods.

Phase Action Steps

Mitigation/ Prevention ● Every classroom is provided with emergency binders
with protocols for specific natural disasters.

Preparedness ● SLLIS Central Office and classroom teachers will
keep updated records of all persons on campus each
day.

● Phone system and community communication
systems tested once a month.

● Faculty and students participate in emergency drills
according to the schedule on page 43.

Response ● Superintendent, Principal, or Operations Director
activates Crisis Team.

● See pages 37-42 for building level emergency plans.
● The Principal will ensure attendance has been taken

for all students and staff and immediately note all
missing or injured persons.

● Basic first aid should be applied if applicable.
● The Superintendent or designee should call 911 and

ask for required emergency services.
● If there are injuries, notify necessary rescue

personnel. Provide first aid through school
personnel, such as school nurse.

Recovery ● Superintendent or designee activates Crisis
Communications Team.

● Families of SLLIS students who are safe and
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uninjured after the disaster will be contacted by
members of the Central Office team with status
reports.

● Families of SLLIS students who are missing, injured,
or deceased will be directly and quickly contacted
by the Superintendent or a designee and be given
frequent updates on their child’s status.

● In all probability, school will have to be dismissed
and arrangements for transportation will have to be
made. Students, staff, and families will be informed
by the Operations Director, Receptionist, Enrollment
Manager, or designees.

● The Operations Director or designee should take
note of all damage to the property and begin
processes to fund recovery efforts.

● The Superintendent or designee will communicate
with the Board of Directors to give updates.

● All requests for press statements or public release of
information should be directed to the
Superintendent or designee. No SLLIS faculty should
communicate with the press or outside entities
without the Superintendent’s approval.

● The Superintendent and Crisis Management Team
will prepare plans for alternate instructional setting
or scheduling if the SLLIS campus is uninhabitable.
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Fire/Arson/Explosives

Phase Action Steps

Mitigation/ Prevention ● Every classroom is provided with
emergency binders with protocols for fire.

Preparedness ● Fire alarms and emergency lights are
installed and routinely inspected.

● SLLIS Central Office and classroom
teachers will keep updated records of all
persons on campus each day.

● Phone system and community
communication systems tested once a
month.

● Faculty and students participate in
emergency drills according to the schedule
on page 43.

Response ● Superintendent, Principal, or Operations
Director activates Crisis Team.

● See pages 37-42 for building level
emergency plans.

● The Principal will ensure attendance has
been taken for all students and staff and
immediately note all missing or injured
persons.

● Basic first aid should be applied if
applicable.

● The Superintendent or designee should
call 911 and ask for required emergency
services.

● If there are injuries, notify necessary rescue
personnel. Provide first aid through school
personnel, such as school nurse.

Recovery ● Superintendent or designee activates Crisis
Communications Team.

● In all probability, school will have to be
dismissed and arrangements for
transportation will have to be made.
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Students, staff, and families will be
informed by the Enrollment Specialist,
Operations Director, or designees.

● Families of SLLIS students who are safe
and uninjured after the disaster will be
contacted by members of the Central
Office team with status reports.

● Families of SLLIS students who are missing,
injured, or deceased will be directly and
quickly contacted by the Superintendent
or a designee and be given frequent
updates on their child’s status.

● The Operations Director or designee
should take note of all damage to the
property and begin processes to fund
recovery efforts.

● The Superintendent or designee will
communicate with the Board of Directors
to give updates.

● All requests for press statements or public
release of information should be directed
to the Superintendent or designee. No
SLLIS faculty should communicate with the
press or outside entities without the
Superintendent’s approval.

● The Superintendent and Crisis
Management Team will prepare plans for
alternate instructional setting or scheduling
if the SLLIS campus is uninhabitable.

If the location of the fire is known, the nearest capable adult should use a fire
extinguisher, when appropriate or possible, and attempt to extinguish the fire. While
attempting to extinguish the fire, the user should keep a free exit path to prevent
being trapped by the fire. Do not go searching for additional extinguishers if one is
insufficient. Close off the area as best as possible and exit the building immediately.

If anyone’s clothing catches on fire, do not allow them to run. Smother the fire with a
blanket, coat, rug, curtain, or other heavy fabric material. If no material is available,
drop the victim to the ground and attempt to smother the fire by rolling them on the
ground. Once the fire is extinguished, treat the victim for shock by lying them down,
elevating their feet, supporting their neck, and covering the burned area with a soaking
wet cloth.
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Chemical or Hazardous Materials Spill

Phase Action Steps

Mitigation/
Prevention

● Every classroom is provided with emergency binders
with protocols for crises.

Preparedness ● SLLIS Central Office and classroom teachers will keep
updated records of all persons on campus each day.

● Fire alarms and emergency lights are installed and
routinely inspected.

Response ● At the sound of the alarm, everyone should quickly
and quietly proceed to the Evacuation Zone (or
another safe area as communicated by emergency
responders, Superintendent, or designee) in orderly
lines using the evacuation route assigned to their area
at the time. The last person leaving any room should
close (but not lock) the door. Staff who are assigned
emergency bags should take their bags

● The Operations Director or designee should turn off
all outside air ventilators.

● Once safely in the Evacuation Zone, classes should
line up and remain quiet to await further instruction.

● The Principal will ensure attendance has been taken
for all students and staff and immediately note all
missing or injured persons.

● Basic first aid should be applied if applicable.
● The Superintendent or designee should call 911 or the

local fire department and ask for required emergency
services.

● If there are injuries, notify necessary rescue personnel.
Provide first aid through school personnel, such as
school nurse.

Recovery ● In all probability, school will have to be dismissed and
arrangements for transportation will have to be made.
Students, staff, and families will be informed by the
Enrollment Specialist, Operations Director, or
designees.

● Families of SLLIS students who are safe and uninjured
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after the disaster will be contacted by members of the
Central Office team with status reports.

● Families of SLLIS students who are missing, injured, or
deceased will be directly and quickly contacted by the
Superintendent or a designee and be given frequent
updates on their child’s status.

● The Operations Director or designee should take note
of all damage to the property and begin processes to
fund recovery efforts.

● The Superintendent or designee will communicate
with the Board of Directors to give updates.

● All requests for press statements or public release of
information should be directed to the Superintendent
or designee. No SLLIS faculty should communicate
with the press or outside entities without the
Superintendent’s approval.

● The Superintendent and Crisis Management Team will
prepare plans for alternate instructional setting or
scheduling if the SLLIS campus is uninhabitable.
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Bus Accident
Phase Action Steps

Mitigation/
Prevention

● Every classroom is provided with emergency binders
with protocols for crises.

Preparedness ● SLLIS maintains a bus roster including a list of each
bus route and names and emergency telephone
numbers of all students on buses.

Response ● The Operations Director is the first contact in case of a
bus accident.

● In the event that a bus accident occurs and the school
has been contacted for assistance, the Principal
determines and coordinates the appropriate
responses. Interventions will include:

○ Providing emotional support to students.
○ Attending to the injured, as directed by

emergency medical personnel.
○ Attending to the uninjured and accounting for

all students.
○ Providing accurate and timely information to

the faculty.

Recovery ● The Operations Director or designee will contact the
parents of all students involved.

● The Superintendent or designee will communicate
with the Board of Directors to give updates.

● All requests for press statements or public release of
information should be directed to the Superintendent
or designee. No SLLIS faculty should communicate
with the press or outside entities without the
Superintendent’s approval.
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Medical Emergency
Medical emergencies include, but are not limited to, life-threatening or major injury,
allergic reactions and poisoning.

Phase Action Steps

Mitigation/ Prevention ● All poisonous materials in the building are clearly
labeled and kept out of reach of students.

● SLLIS follows nut-free food preparation and does
not allow outside food made with peanuts to be
brought into the building.

● Nut-free signs are posted throughout the building.
● Parents and guardians are encouraged to list health

situations on emergency card for their child.
● If a student has severe allergies or asthma, parents

and guardians should meet with the SLLIS Nurse to
develop emergency action plans for those students.

● Employees are encouraged to alert the Principal
and Talent Director of any potential medical
concerns such as asthma or allergies.

Preparedness ● Posted in the front desk, the gym, and the nurse’s
office are a list of emergency telephone numbers.

● Posted in the front desk, the gym, and the nurse’s
office are the names of building staff who have
completed paramedic training (i.e., CPR).

● Posted in the teachers’ lounge is information from
Missouri Poison Center regarding emergency
numbers.

● Classroom emergency procedures are posted on
the back of every classroom door or at the entrance
of the class.

● Each teacher should have information about any
student in his/her classroom having special medical
or physical needs and the procedures that the
teacher may follow in the event of a medical
episode. These conditions might include allergies,
fainting, seizures, diabetes, etc.

Response For life-threatening injury or medical emergencies:
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● Call 911.
● Call for the School Nurse to come quickly to the

location of the student or take the student to the
nurse if able.

● Have trained or certified employees (i.e. school
nurse) apply first aid and life-sustaining techniques
(i.e CPR).

● Principal or nurse should call the parent/ guardian/
emergency contact  immediately.

For minor accidents and injuries not involving 911 calls:
● Have students taken to the nurse to be evaluated.
● General procedures will be posted in the nurse’s

office explaining when parents are to be notified of
minor mishaps.

In case of poisoning or suspected poisoning:
● Call 911.
● Call the Poison Center Telephone Number:

314-772-8300.
● Administer first aid suggested by poison

information center.
● Call for school nurse to assist until medical help

arrives.

Recovery ● Record on an incident tracker the time and site of
incident and name of treatment, medicine, dosage,
and time, if appropriate.

● The Superintendent or designee will communicate
with the Board of Directors to give updates.

● All requests for press statements or public release of
information should be directed to the
Superintendent or designee. No SLLIS faculty
should communicate with the press or outside
entities without the Superintendent’s approval.
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Death of a Student or Staff Member
Death of a student or staff member includes, but is not limited to, suicide, homicide,
unintentional death, or natural death while on campus.

Phase Action Steps

Mitigation/
Prevention

● SLLIS employs a School Social Worker and Counselor
and trains all staff on best practices to support student
mental health.

Preparedness ● SLLIS notifies all bus drivers by written memo to be alert
for students who show signs of emotional distress, along
with a telephone number for drivers to use to reach SLLIS
social worker or counselor.

Response ● In the event that school community members witness the
death of a student or staff member, the Superintendent
or designee should be told as quickly as possible while
following confidentiality procedures.

● The Superintendent or a designee will contact the local
police department.

● The Superintendent, Principal, and any witnesses will
prepare a fact sheet giving accurate, up-to-date
information.

● The Principal will hold a faculty meeting as soon as
possible to review the procedures for the day, availability
of support services, referral process for at-risk students.

● The Principal or designee will contact the family of the
deceased. Preferably, an administrator and Crisis Team
member should visit the family at their home and offer
assistance.

Recovery ● The Superintendent or designee will communicate with
the Board of Directors to give updates.

● All requests for press statements or public release of
information should be directed to the Superintendent or
designee. No SLLIS faculty should communicate with the
press or outside entities without the Superintendent’s
approval.
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● Students and faculty will be provided with emotional
support and mental health services by qualified
professionals.
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National-level Acts of Terror or War
National-level acts of terror or war include incidents that occur not on SLLIS campus,
but in the St. Louis community or in the United States.

Phase Action Steps

Mitigation/
Prevention

● SLLIS administration monitors world and local news on a
regular basis and remains in regular contact with city officials
when necessary.

Preparedness ● SLLIS maintains and tests building and community
communication vehicles for students, parents, and others in
the school community to report any safety concerns.

Response ● Superintendent, Principal, or Operations Director activates
Crisis Team.

In the event an act of terror or war is not near or does not physically
affect the St. Louis area:

● Establish a heightened sense of security in and around the
school while not going to extremes unless specific threats
warrant extreme measures. Work with local public safety
agencies to coordinate special attention needs and to review
emergency plans.

● Encourage a heightened awareness among administrators,
faculty members and support staff as to the importance of
adult visibility throughout the campus. School officials should
be prepared for threats, hoax incidents (such as anthrax
scares), and other "spin-off" security concerns that could
result from pranksters and others who may capitalize on the
sensitivity of the day. A serious and timely response should
be given to all incidents, real and hoax, with appropriate
consequences for all inappropriate behavior.

In the event of a nuclear, chemical, or biological attack in the school
or St. Louis community:

● Always follow emergency responder instructions.
● Recognize exposure symptoms.
● Turn off air intakes, air conditioners, heat, etc.
● If exposure is suspected, remove clothes and shoes, seal in

bags, avoid contact with fallout.
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● Decontaminate with soap and water.
● Generally, distance, time, and shielding help minimize

exposure.
● Take shelter; go to interior rooms or basement.
● Close or seal doors/windows.
● Turn off air intakes, air conditioners, heat, etc.
● Monitor for exposure symptoms.

In the event of a disaster in community or national disaster:
● Always follow emergency responder instructions.
● Superintendent or designee should seek city guidance on

potential impact on transportation in the region, including
parents’ ability to get to the school.

● Superintendent or designee and Board of Directors may have
to provide shelter in place for an extended period.

Recovery ● Make the availability of counseling and psychological services
known to students, staff and parents. Be sure that adequate
mental health services are available, if needed. Acknowledge
and monitor reactions of faculty and staff.

● SLLIS may have to host neighborhood shelters or medical
relief stations. Superintendent, Operations Director, or
designees must organize and implement this if necessary.

● The Superintendent or designee will communicate with the
Board of Directors to give updates.

● All requests for press statements or public release of
information should be directed to the Superintendent or
designee. No SLLIS faculty should communicate with the press
or outside entities without the Superintendent’s approval.

● The Principal or a designee should keep staff informed
through a memo or emergency staff meeting. Parents may be
informed through a letter sent home with students or
communication vehicles.

Outbreak of Disease or Infection
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Phase Action Steps

Mitigation/
Prevention

● Families are provided with a list of potential symptoms of
common dangerous diseases and infections and students are
not accepted onto campus if they exhibit any of the listed
symptoms.

● Families of SLLIS students who are suspected or confirmed to
have an infectious disease are strongly urged to inform
appropriate school personnel (their child’s teacher,
receptionist, or administration) of the potential infectious
disease so the school may make appropriate decisions to
prevent the spread of disease.

● SLLIS faculty will be informed of best health and safety
practices in a school or childcare setting and will be given
guidance from the administrative team in the event of
infectious disease developments.

● SLLIS updates the Infectious Disease Control Plan regularly.

Preparedness ● Posted in the front desk, the gym, and the nurse’s office are a
list of emergency telephone numbers.

● All students have emergency contact information on file with
telephone numbers where a parent/guardian and family
doctor can be reached.

● Classroom emergency procedures are posted on the back of
every classroom door or at the entrance of the class.

Response ● Refer to the SLLIS Infectious Disease Control Plan for
procedures regarding infectious diseases in the SLLIS
building, community, and nation.

● SLLIS will close the building as appropriate or based on
guidance from city and state officials.

○ Remote and virtual learning will be utilized when
necessary after building closure.

Recovery ● If and when deemed appropriate by administration, SLLIS will
provide the community with appropriate information about
possible infectious disease, preventative measures, and
possible risk factors.

● The Superintendent or designee will communicate with the
Board of Directors to give updates.

● All requests for press statements or public release of
information should be directed to the Superintendent or
designee. No SLLIS faculty should communicate with the
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press or outside entities without the Superintendent’s
approval.
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Emergency Services Directory

Emergency Contacts Phone Numbers

Police Emergency 911 or 314-231-1212

Fire 911 or 314-533-3406

Electrical Company (Power Failure) 800-552-7583

Gas Company (Spire) 800-887-4173

Water Company 314- 633-9000

Poison Center 800-222-1222

First Student (Transportation) 314-772-3184
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Appendices
The following items can be found as appendices on the following pages:

● Emergency Supply Lists
● 2022 Emergency Drill Schedule
● 2022 Crisis Team Directory
● Bomb Threat Report Form
● Facility Evacuation Maps
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Emergency Supply Lists
Crisis Control Center Emergency Kit
The following items shall be maintained in the Principal’s Office and
carried to any alternate site which may be designated. The items below
should be included.

Responsibilities checklist — who does what
Keys to all doors in the school facility
Map of evacuation route(s)
Faculty/staff roster withlist indicating those with first aid, CPR
training
List of cellular telephone numbers
Crisis response equipment (two-way radio and a loudspeaker)
Phone lists:

Emergency Contacts
School Numbers
Other Resource Numbers: Home/work telephone
numbers of parent networks, school volunteers, and other
resources previously identified

Student roster including home and emergency phone numbers
Master schedule

Classroom Crisis Response Bag
Each classroom should be equipped with a crisis response bag. The
bag should be hung from the inside doorknob or another conspicuous
location. The bag should include the items below.

A flashlight and spare batteries
Class rosters for each class using the room
Emergency evacuation plans
All present / Not all present signs
Latex gloves
First aid supplies (bandages, gauze, etc.)
Pen and paper
Names and telephone numbers of crisis team members
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2022 Crisis Management Team Directory
Crisis Management Team Directory (314-533-0975)

Crisis Team Member Email Extension Numbers

Superintendent
Meghan Hill

meghan.hill@sllis.org 2229

Principal
Sharifa Blackwell

sharifa.blackwell@sllis.org 2230

Assistant Principal
Hannah Stout

hannah.stout@sllis.org 2318

Assistant Principal
Raul Munoz

raul.munoz@sllis.org 2420

Talent Director
Anthony Graham

anthony.graham@sllis.org 2228

Operations Director
Gloria Howell

gloria.howell@sllis.org 2226

Enrollment and Assessment
Manager Jennifer Ting

jennifer.ting@sllis.org 2224

Special Programs Director
Lisa Tariq

lisa.tariq@sllis.org 2225

Front Desk
Blanca Murillo

blanca.murillo@sllis.org 2100

Executive Assistant
Kara Mank

kara.mank@sllis.org 2223

Instructional Coach
Niccoll Lauderdale

niccoll.lauderdale@sllis.org 2419

Nurse
Michele Voss

nurse@sllis.org 2208
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